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A History of British Zoophytes. By George Johnston, M.D., with

44 Plates and 80 Wood Cuts. Lizars, Edinburgh ; Highley, Lon-

don
;

and Curry and Co., Dublin. 1838.

It was in the year 1 755 that John Ellis, a bright name in the list

of British Philosophers, first earnestly directed the attention of our

zoologists to the study of the native zoophytes by the publication of

his admirable '

Essay towards a Natural History of the Corallines

commonly found on the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland.' His

clear descriptions and excellent illustrations first convinced natu-

ralists of the animal nature of those bodies. Yet, though his book was

interesting in the extreme, and though the beauty of the objects de-

scribed offered great inducements to those who loved to study nature,

not in books only but in her living works, few occupied themselves

with the pursuit. A meagre and compiled list of British zoophytes

appeared in Turton's '
British Fauna ;' a number of disconnected and

generally imperfect observations were made by various persons;

rarely our scientific Transactions and Journals contained some ex-

cellent Memoir on some detached species or perhaps genus ; and in

Dr. Fleming's
* British Animals,' a classification and synopsis of the

species to him known as British was presented
—a list which greatly

facilitated the study —but no separate work appeared on the subject.

At length, however, it has been taken up in a worthy manner by Dr.

Johnston in the volume before us, and the student may now pursue
his researches with a safe and ample manual to guide him. Not

merely will he study Dr. Johnston's work with advantage, but also

with pleasure ; for the learned author records his observations amu-

singly as well as scientifically, and brings the varied reading of a

discursive and elegant mind delightfully to bear upon an abstruse and

intricate subject. It is indeed strange, the study of zoophytology
should not have become as popular as that of conchology and ento-

mology, or other favourite natural history pursuits. The forms of the

Polypes are beautiful and singular in the extreme, witness the coral-

lines ; and as to colour, what animals can vie in gorgeous hues with

the Actiniad(B ? Their habits too are interesting and easily observed ;

and if ladies who live near the sea but knew such things were, coral-

lines and sea flowers might ornament the drawing-room as well as

gold-fish, and with much more benefit to science.

Dr. Johnston prefaces his account of the species of British zoo-

phytes by three excellent dissertations. I. On the History of Zoo-
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phjtology. II. On the Structure and Physiology of Polypes ; and

III. On their Classification. In the last he presents us with a clas-

sification of his own. Rejecting sponges altogether, considering

them as more nearly allied to vegetables than to animals, he di-

vides zoophytes into two sub-classes, first
" radiated zoophytes,"

and second,
" moUuscan zoophytes ;" the animals of the first sub-

class having a symmetrical contractile body, and their mouth and

anus in one ; those of the second sub-class having a non- contractile

non- symmetrical body, and two openings to the digestive apparatus.

Under the first sub-class he places his three orders of Hydjroida,

AsTEROiDA, and Helianthoida ; under the second that of Asci-

DioiDA. This is a great improvement on the classification of zoo-

phytes published by M. Blainville in his ' Manuel d'Actinologie,'

but would appear exactly to coincide with the present views of that

author, as lately published by M. Holland, a disciple of the great

French naturalist in his
* Manuel de Zoologie,' wherein the class of

**

Polypiares" (corresponding to Dr. Johnston's restriction of the

zoophytes) is divided into four sub-classes,
*' Les Hydriens, les Alcy-

oniens, les Actiniens, et les Polypes douteux." This correspond-

ence of the present views of M. Blainville with those maintained by
Dr. Johnston goes far to support the systematic ideas of the latter.

The older arrangements being founded mainly on artificial distinc-

tions, such as the presence or absence of a polypidom, must now be

entirely laid aside along with systems of conchology in another de-

partment of zoology, having served their purpose and now only tend-

ing to retard the science they once advanced.

Dr. Johnston's first order, Hydroida, comprises eleven genera,

including fifty species. In the first genus. Hydra, the H. brunnea

of Templeton is referred to H. vulgaris, and the Hydra corynaria

of the same naturalist (Hydra lutea of Fleming) has its name

changed to Hydra littoralis, not being identical either with the Hy-
dra lutea or ertjnaria of Bosc. The Coryne glandulosa of Lamarck is

made the type of a new genus, Hermia, thus characterized :
—

"
Polype fixed, sheathed in a thin horny membrane, clavate or

branched and suhphytoidal, the apices of the branches clubbed and

furnished with scattered glandular tentacula ; mouth 0."

A new species of Thoa is dedicated to Mr. Bean of Scarborough.
Sertularia pinnata, Templeton, is styled S. hibernica. Antennularia

ramosa is considered a variety of A. antennina.

In the second order. Asteroid a, five British genera are enume-

rated, including seven truly native species and several doubtful.
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The order Helianthoida includes five genera and thirteen Bri-

tish species. On the genus Actinia Dr. Johnston makes a number
of interesting remarks, the evident fruits of a careful study of the

native species. Many will differ with him however as to the union

of some of his synonyms. The Actinia margaritifera of Templeton,

judging from the figure in the Magazine of Natural History, is surely

something different from A. mesemhryanthemum, as also A. viduata,

MuUer, which does not only differ from the common species in co-

lour, but also in habit and shape, being always much more elongated.

Though living almost invariably in sand, its peculiarities are not to

be attributed solely to its habitat; since when A. mesemhryanthemum
is found in such a situation it retains its true characters. Under

Actinea gemmacea we find united A. verrucosa, Lam., A. monile, Tem-

pleton, A. senilis Decquemare, A. equina. Sow., and several other

supposed species. Though in so doing the author has much reason

on his side, yet it is likely that several distinct forms have been

passed over in the British seas, as A. gemmacea.

The statement that the littoral varieties '* are always strongly

warted" and " coated with particles of broken shells," &c., while the

deep water specimens are generally clean, showing more vivid and

varied tints, though a pleasing inference of adaptation of instinctive

habit to circumstances is drawn from it, is not always borne out by
fact. For instance, this species abounds at half tide at Newhaven

and other places on the shores of the Frith of Forth ; more vividly

coloured or smoother creatures can scarcely be imagined ; whilst

such as are dredged in deep water in the Irish sea are generally dull

in colour, and covered with broken shell. To the localities of Ac-

tinia maculata may be added the coasts of Man, where it is ex-

tremely common on old Fusi and Trochi in deep water. There the

shells to which this beautiful animal attaches itself are not always,

indeed seldom, inhabited by the hermit-crab, neither is the horny

base always present. This Actinia seems to change its habitation

according to its size. There are so many differences between it and

the other species, that it may be regarded as the type of a distinct

genus. In the wood-cut the tentacula are represented as much too few,

and in the living animal the mouth is bilobed, with two distinct rows

of tentacula encircling it. The lobing of the body is seen in all spe-

cimens whether embracing or simply on the surface of a shell. In

addition to Dr. Johnston's references may be mentioned some inter-

esting notes on this animal in Chiagi's Memorie, vol. ii. p. 243.

For the Actinia with non-retractile tentacula. Dr. Johnston con-

stitutes a new genus, Anthea, with the following character :
—
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Body cylindraceous, adhering by a broad base ; tentacula disposed in

circles round the mouth, elongated, tapering, and incapable of

being retracted within the body.

It is the same with *' Anemonia" of Risso. Two species are re-

corded, Anthea cereus and A. Tuedice. Local names are always ob-

jectionable, more especially when the distribution of the species is

known to be wide, and when it has already received a name. Would

it not have been preferable to have followed Risso, and styled the

second species A. edulis ? By the way, is it not full time for natu-

ralists to reconcile the strange diversity of opinion as to the nervous

system of Actinia ? Somebody must be in error, one set of observers

declaring there is little or no trace of a nervous system, and another

(including Dr. Grant) asserting that the nervous system is well

known and evident. In several popular works on natural history a

diagram of the nerves at the base of the Actinia is figured, without

a note to mention the doubts regarding it. See, for instance, the

article
" Actinia'' in the 'Penny Cyclopaedia.'

In the order Ascidioida, Dr. Johnston enumerates twenty-three

genera and seventy species. The complicated structure and singular

polypidom of the zoophytes of this order render them objects of great

interest. To Dr. Farre we are indebted chiefly for our knowledge of

their organization. Dr. Johnston gives an excellent abstract of Dr.

Farre's researches and a very complete history of the British species.

In this order the genus
" Berenicea" of Fleming is styled "Lepralia,"

the former name being preoccupied. One new species, Lepralia va-

riolosa, is described. Doubtless many unrecorded forms of these

curious Lichens of the animal kingdom exist on our shores. A
new Flustra (F. Murrayana, Bean, MSS.) is also characterized. The

Alcyonidium echinatum smd parasiticum are so different in habit from

the other two native species, that it might be advisable to separate

them from the genus with which they are at present associated.

Under Alcyonella will be found a most interesting account of that

singular polype, and lastly, the Plumatella sultana found in Berwick-

shire by Sir John Graham Dalyell, is added to the British Fauna.

The plates and cuts which ornament Dr. Johnston's work are ad-

mirable and need no comment. They, of themselves, are most im-

portant additions to the natural history of our country, and for the

most of them we are indebted to the taste and skill of his lady.

Many and valuable have been the contributions to natural science

by the ladies of Britain, and often have their good services earned the

philosopher's gratitude and admiration. From the publication of

Lister's admirable folio on shells to the appearance of the delightful

Ann. Nat. Hist. \o\, 3, No. 14. March 1839. e
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book before us, the pencil and the graver have often been wielded by
their hands and guided by their eyes.

Much yet remains to be done in British zoophytology. Dr. John-

ston's volume is the herald of much research, and vre trust he will

continue his own studies, whilst he has enabled others to commence

theirs. From Sir John Dalyell too, so often referred to in the volume

before us, much is to be expected. The fragments on polypi, which

that learned observer has already put forth, announce facts so

strange and novel, that every British zoologist looks forward anx-

iously to the publication of his long-promised volume. In the allied

classes of Echinodermata and Arachnodermata our Fauna is sadly

confused. May we not look to Dr. Johnston for a clearing up
of these subjects } The admirable manner in which, although sur-

rounded by difficulties and occupied by professional engagements,
he has elucidated the natural history of our zoophytes, is a sufficient

pledge for the mode in which the task would be performed.

Wehave great pleasure in being able to announce the appearance
of the first part of the 1st vol. of a ' Flora op North America,'

containing abridged descriptions of all the known indigenous and

naturalized plants growing north of Mexico, arranged according to

the Natural System, by Dr. John Torrey and Dr. Asa Gray.
Whenwe consider the extent of country embraced by this Flora,

from Key west in Florida, lat. 25 S., to the extreme arctic regions,

and from Newfoundland in the east to California and Behring's
Straits in the west, this may well be looked upon as a gigantic un-

dertaking, and such as few, if any, are so able to accomplish as the

well-known botanists now mentioned. They have been engaged
for a series of years in making preparations for this publication, and

they have met with the most powerful assistance from every person

who has taken an interest in the botany of that immense continent.
" The value of this Flora," they assure us,

" will be greatly enhanced

by the extensive contributions of Mr. Nuttall, who has communi-

cated to us for publication his notes and descriptions of the plants

collected in his recent journey to Oregon and California, by way of

the southern ranges of the Rocky Mountains. Mr. Nuttall's col-

lections are very interesting, and comprise a large number of new

genera and species, a considerable portion of which were obtained in

a region never before visited by botanists." Wecannot give a better

idea of the great progress of American botany than by comparing
the number of certain species contained in certain orders or genera

as published by Pursh in 1815, and Drs. Torrey and Gray in the

present work, published in 1838.
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Genera Insectorum I conibus illustravit et descripsit Dr. H. Burmeister.

Vol. I. Rhyncota.

Under this title Prof. Burmeister has begun a work, which in the

field of Entomology, can onlj'^ be compared with those of Curtis and

Percheron-Guerins, and which, while it is not as the former limited

to a Fauna, is neither inferior to it in elegance or in the accuracy
of its execution ; and is to be preferred to the latter (which it ap-

pears is discontinued) from the greater care with which the subject

is treated, and from the method adopted of placing the nearly allied

genera together. The author's previously published observations on

this order in the ' Manual of Entomology
'

may serve as basis to the

present work. The first parts contain :
—

Lystra, with characters of seven species, illustrated by L. auri-

coma from Mexico, which externally has a great resemblance to

Phenax, the second genus here described, the analyses of which are

subjoined on the plate of the former genus. Acocephalus represented

by ^. costatus, Germ. Bythoscopus divided into four sub - genera :

Bythoscopus (Flattavaria, F.), Idiocerus Lewis (illustrated by Jassus

fulgidus, F.), Oniopsis {by B. lanio), Sind Pediopsis (B. tili(B, Germ.).

Eurymela with five species, of which the most known, E. fenestrata,

is chosen for the illustration of the genus. Erichson, Bericht uher

Entomologie, Wiegmann's Archiv. Part V. 1838.

Second Annual Report and Proceedings of the Botanical Society of

Edinburgh. Session 1837-8. 8vo. Printed for the Society.

Wehave had much satisfaction in perusing the Second Annual

Report of this Society ; it is rapidly advancing in importance ; and

if the same zeal and union of feeling continue to influence its mem-

bers, it will in a very short period stand at the head of the Botanical

Associations in Britain. Its correspondence and herbarium are al-

ready extensive, and the distributive plan which has been adopted in

regard to the latter will quickly increase it, whilst that of keeping a

paid Assistant- Curator will at once prevent any falling off or confu-

sion amidst the increasing work of the Society.

The Report contains a general notice of the present state of the

Society, prepared by the Committee of Management ;
a digest of the

proceedings at the Society's meetings, the greater part of which has

appeared from time to time in our pages ; a list of office-bearers for

the year ; of the members divided into classes ;
contributors to the

herbarium, donations to the library, &c. ;
and is preceded by extracts

irom a report on the '

Progress and State of Botany in Britain from
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Genera Insectorum I conibus illustravit et descripsit Dr. H. Burmeister.

Vol. I. Rhyncota.

Under this title Prof. Burmeister has begun a work, which in the

field of Entomology, can onlj'^ be compared with those of Curtis and

Percheron-Guerins, and which, while it is not as the former limited

to a Fauna, is neither inferior to it in elegance or in the accuracy
of its execution ; and is to be preferred to the latter (which it ap-

pears is discontinued) from the greater care with which the subject

is treated, and from the method adopted of placing the nearly allied

genera together. The author's previously published observations on

this order in the ' Manual of Entomology
'

may serve as basis to the

present work. The first parts contain :
—

Lystra, with characters of seven species, illustrated by L. auri-

coma from Mexico, which externally has a great resemblance to

Phenax, the second genus here described, the analyses of which are

subjoined on the plate of the former genus. Acocephalus represented

by ^. costatus, Germ. Bythoscopus divided into four sub - genera :

Bythoscopus (Flattavaria, F.), Idiocerus Lewis (illustrated by Jassus

fulgidus, F.), Oniopsis {by B. lanio), Sind Pediopsis (B. tili(B, Germ.).

Eurymela with five species, of which the most known, E. fenestrata,

is chosen for the illustration of the genus. Erichson, Bericht uher

Entomologie, Wiegmann's Archiv. Part V. 1838.
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Edinburgh. Session 1837-8. 8vo. Printed for the Society.
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February 1837 to March 1838,' by Professor Graham, as President;

a practice which it is proposed to continue annually, and which will

prove most useful, tending to carry on the members from year to

year with the progress of their science, and by comparison to excite

them to continued exertion.

From the General Report we learn that Her Majesty the Queen

has been graciously pleased to become patron to the Society, thereby

giving a sanction to its conduct and proceedings, which must prove

of the utmost consequence. Another important event is the propo-

sal on the part of the Society for a union of their herbarium with

that belonging to the University : this has been favourably entertained

by the patrons and the senate, and the arrangements for effecting

the desired union are said to be nearly completed. The first edition

of the Society's Catalogue of British Plants being nearly disposed of,

a second is in preparation. A diploma and seal have been completed,

and may now be had by members on application to the Treasurer or

Secretary. The number of members of different classes belonging

to the Society at the date of this report is 199. Specimens from

the herbarium have been distributed during the past year to 95 pub-

lic bodies or members.

The first volume has appeared of a 'Flora of Jamaica, or a De-

scription of the Plants of that Island, arranged according to the Na-

tural Orders ; with an Appendix, containing an Enumeration of the

Genera according to the Linnsean system, and an Essay on the Geo-

graphical Distribution of the Species.' By James Macfadyen, M.D.,

F.L.S. Dr. Macfadyen was appointed some years ago to the charge

of the Government Botanic Garden at Kingston in Jamaica, where

he acquitted himself to the great satisfaction of the country, until

the dissolution of that valuable establishment ;
since which event

he has devoted what time he could spare from the duties of an ex-

tensive medical practice to the collecting materials for the Flora in

question, which has long been a desideratum in the botanical world.
" As for my own share of the labour," Dr. Macfadyen remarks in

the Preface,
"

I may be allowed to state, that it has occupied a great

portion of my leisure during a residence of upwards of twelve years

in the island. I have carefully examined the characters of every

plant within my reach, and compared my own descriptions with

those of preceding botanists. I have visited a considerable portion

of the island, so that I have had opportunities of studying the pecu-

liarities of the Flora of each district. The nature also of my occu-

pation, as a medical practitioner in the country, has been of some
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advantage, as in my almost daily rides I have had opportunities of

watching each plant during its period of flowering and perfecting

its fruit. There still remains, however, an extensive and inter-

esting field for botanical research ; there are still left many plants

undiscovered and undescribed, a rich reward to stimulate to exer-

tion those who may follow in the same path. It is not the work of

a single individual, even if favoured with unusual length of life, and

gifted in the highest degree with mental and bodily energy, to com-

plete a perfect history of the botany of an island like Jamaica. It

would have been vain for me, in hope of accomplishing this, to have

waited from year to year, exposed to many contingencies and acci-

dents, any one of which might have rendered all my labours in vain,

and all the information I have acquired as if it had never been known.

I have therefore taken the present opportunity to offer the result of

my labours to the public, trusting it will be found to give a tolerably

accurate account of what is at present known of the vegetable pro-

ductions of this island, and in the hope that it may prove serviceable

to those who in after times may follow in the same course, and en-

gage, under more favourable auspices, in the task of perfecting the

history of the Flora of Jamaica."

PROCEEDINGSOF LEARNEDSOCIETIES.

LINNiEAN SOCIETY.

Dec. 4. —Edward Forster, V.P., in the Chair.

Read,
" Observations on the Anatomical and Physiological Na-

ture of Ergot in certain Grasses." By E. J. Queckett, Esq., F.L.S.

Having had the opportunity of examining the formation of the

ergot in several grasses, the author has endeavoured to trace the

cause and origin of this singular formation on them, and particularly

on Elymus sabulosus.

It was found, that when a grain of the grass was to be replaced by
an ergot, it presented before the period of expansion of the flower a

singular mildewed appearance. This, when examined microsco-

pically, was seen to consist of filaments, at whose base were myriads

of particles of exceedingly diminutive size, forming a complete

coating to the young grain, so that no part of its body was visible

through it.

From this state the increase of the young ergot, but not of the

filaments and particles, was very rapid, for in a short time after, when

the ergot began to appear between the paleae of the flower, its violet
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